Your NexStar 8 Carrying Case is designed to safely carry your NexStar 8 telescope as well as any Celestron 9.25” or 11” SCT/EdgeHD Optical Tube. Your case also comes with a convenient storage pocket that holds all your telescope’s standard accessories with room to expand.

Inside your case you will find two dense foam spacers and a built-in compression strap designed to customize the case for each telescope model. Configure the case for your telescope model (as shown below), and use the compression strap buckle to hold the telescope securely inside the case.

When transporting and storing 9.25” or 11” Optical Tubes, always remember to place the corrector plate end toward the wheels of the case. This will evenly distribute the weight of the telescope and ensure the visual back (or focus knob) does not support the weight of the scope.